MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED BY POINT SOURCE GROUP, INC

ACUITY BRANDS LIGHTING - INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PRODUCTS INCLUDING THE BRANDS
- LITHONIA - COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL FLUORESCENT & LED TROFFERS & DOWNLIGHTS; HID, FLUORESCENT & LED Highbay/Lowbay; HID & LED INDOOR & OUTDOOR, EMERGENCY
- GOTHAM - SPECIFICATION GRADE DOWNLIGHTING - INCLUDING L.E.D. - ROUND & SQUARE
- PEERLESS - HIGH PERFORMANCE INDIRECT/DIRECT LINEAR LIGHTING - EXTRUDED ALUMINUM & STEEL
- MARK - HIGH QUALITY ARCHITECTURAL, UNIQUE PRODUCTS INCLUDING VIDEOCONFERENCE LIGHTING
- WINONA LIGHTING – HIGH QUALITY DECORATIVE INTERIOR & EXTERIOR LIGHTING INCLUDING CUSTOM SOLUTIONS AND OLED
- HEALTHCARE LIGHTING - HEALTHCARE FACILITY PRODUCTS INCLUDING PATIENT ROOM CEILING & BEDLIGHTS, OPERATING ROOM & SURGICAL TROFFERS, DARKROOM, X-RAY VIEWERS & PROCEDURE LIGHTING
- HOLOPHANE - COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, OUTDOOR AND EMERGENCY LIGHTING SOLUTIONS; BOROSILICATE GLASS REFLECTOR/REFRACTOR SYSTEMS FOR SUPERIOR OPTICAL PERFORMANCE
- TERSEN - PREMIER SPECIALTY OUTDOOR LIGHTING - INCLUDING L.E.D. PRODUCTS
- HYDREL - HIGH PERFORMANCE OUTDOOR LIGHTING, IN-GRADE, ABOVE GRADE, FLOODLIGHT & UNDERWATER
- ANTIQUE STREET LAMPS - DECORATIVE CAST POSTS & LUMINAIRES, WALL BRACKETS, ROADWAY & TRAFFIC SIGNAL POSTS, BOLLARDS, MAILBOXES & SIGNAGE - TRADITIONAL & CONTEMPORARY
- AMERICAN ELECTRIC - COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR & ROADWAY PRODUCTS
- ACCULAMP - COMMERCIAL GRADE RETROFIT LED LAMP SOLUTIONS
- RELOC WIRING SOLUTIONS - LABOR SAVING FLEXIBLE MODULAR WIRING SYSTEMS
- JUNO LIGHTING GROUP - SIX BRANDS OF HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR COMMERCIAL, RESIDENTIAL & REMODELING

ACUITY BRANDS CONTROLS - LIGHTING CONTROL SOLUTIONS INCLUDING THE BRANDS
- SENSORSWITCH - OCCUPANCY SENSORS, DAYLIGHTING CONTROLS & nLIGHT LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM
- LIGHTING CONTROL & DESIGN (LC&D) - RELAY PANELS & DIGITAL SWITCHES FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT
- SYNERGY LIGHTING CONTROLS - LIGHTING CONTROL PANELS & INTEGRATED LIGHTING/ WIRING/CONTROL SYSTEMS
- ROAM SERVICES - CENTRALIZED STREETLIGHT MONITORING SYSTEM
- SUNOPTICS - HIGH PERFORMANCE PRISMATIC DAYLIGHTING
ALUMEN 8 - ENERGY EFFICIENT & CREATIVE ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

A LIGHT - HIGH PERFORMANCE, AESTHETIC FLUORESCENT PRODUCTS DESIGNED WITHIN THE CONTEXT "FORM FOLLOWING LIGHT”

ACCLAIM LIGHTING - HIGH QUALITY SOLID STATE FLOOD & LINEAR FOR GRAZING OR WASHING - COLOR CHANGING AND STATIC WHITE

ACOLYTE - FLEXIBLE LINEAR LED, COMPLETE LUMINARIES, CONTROLS & MOUNTING ACCESSORIES TO CREATE COMPLETE INTEGRATED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS.

AMBIANCE - LINEAR, LED TAPE, DISK, SELF-CONTAINED, RAIL, PENDANT & MINIATURE RECESSED LIGHTING SYSTEMS

AMERILLUM - ENERGY EFFICIENT FLUORESCENT LIGHTING

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS - DECORATIVE & CUSTOM PENDANT, TABLE & WALL MOUNT FIXTURES

ARTEMIS LED LIGHTING – INTERIOR & EXTERIOR LED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS INCLUDING DOWNLIGHTS, PANELS & AREA LIGHTING

AXIS LIGHTING - LINEAR DIRECT, INDIRECT & DIR/IND PRODUCTS - SUSPENDED, WALL & FURNITURE MOUNT - INCORPORATING MODERN STYLES AND DESIGNS

BARTCO LIGHTING - HIGH-QUALITY, SPECIFICATION GRADE, LINEAR FLUORESCENT STRIP & LED LUMINAIRES

BEGA - THE SOURCE FOR A BROAD RANGE OF LIGHTING PRODUCTS WITH UNCOMPROMISING EMPHASIS ON ELEGANCE IN DESIGN, SUPERIOR MATERIALS & PERFORMANCE INCLUDING THE BRAND
  • LIMBURG GLASS (DIV OF BEGA) - HIGH QUALITY, HIGH AESTHETIC GLASS LUMINAIRES

CELESTIAL LTG PRODUCTS - LOW VOLTAGE & LINE VOLTAGE DECORATIVE COVE/TASK/STEP/PATH LIGHTING FOR INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR USE

CHAMELEON LIGHTING - BUILD YOUR OWN LED DECORATIVE LIGHTING - CEILING MOUNT & SUSPENDED

CONTROLLED POWER COMPANY - UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SYSTEMS, POWER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT, EMERGENCY LIGHTING INVERTERS & RECTIFIERS AND DC POWER SUPPLIES

CORONET LED - HIGH-END CUSTOMIZABLE ARCHITECTURAL LUMINAIRES WITH SLEEK APPEARANCES THAT FIT MODERN SPACES

CUSTOM METALCRAFT – UNIQUE ARCHITECTURAL & CUSTOM LIGHTING FIXTURES
DELRAY LIGHTING - ENERGY EFFICIENT COMPACT FLUORESCENT, LINEAR FLUORESCENT & LOW WATTAGE HID PRODUCTS

DELTA LIGHT USA - HIGH END CONTEMPORARY & ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS

DIODE LED - HIGH QUALITY, COMPLETE LED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR LED PRODUCTS

DYSON - POWERFUL LIGHTING - SUSPENDED AND TASK - DESIGNED TO BE PRECISELY WHERE YOU NEED IT

ECLIPSE LIGHTING - DECORATIVE INDOOR & OUTDOOR - COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL - VANDAL RESISTANT - COMPACT FLUORESCENT OR HID

ECOSENSE LIGHTING - HIGH QUALITY, CUTTING EDGE LED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS INCLUDING LINEAR & 'DIMMING TO ZERO' TECHNOLOGY

EDGE LIGHTING - INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SPECIFICATION GRADE, ENERGY EFFICIENT FIXTURES OF SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP AND AESTHETICS, UTILIZING THE LATEST IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES

ELCAST LIGHTING - DIE CAST ALUMINUM OUTDOOR/INDOOR LTG, WALL MOUNTED - PATHWAY/ BOLLARDS - FLOODLIGHTING

EMBER LED - SEE VALEN ENERGY BELOW

EVERBRITE LIGHTING - INNOVATIVE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS FOR GENERAL, MEDICAL AND MRI APPLICATIONS.

FENG SHUI LIGHTING - DECORATIVE, PERFORMANCE BASED ARCHITECTURAL LUMINAIRES THAT MAXIMIZE THE 'ENERGY OF SPACE'

FEISS (MURRAY FEISS) - EXQUISITELY DESIGNED DECORATIVE LIGHTING FOR ALL APPLICATIONS - INDOOR & OUTDOOR

GAMMALUX SYSTEMS - HIGH PERFORMANCE EXTRUDED ALUMINUM DIRECT/INDIRECT LINEAR LIGHTING

GENERATION BRANDS - SEE VISUAL COMFORT GROUP BELOW.

GRAFFITTI LIGHTING - DLWNLIGHTING DIVISION OF SPECIALTY LIGHTING INDUSTRIES PROVIDING COST EFFECTIVE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS, PRECISION DESIGN & QUICK DELIVERY TIMES.
HEILUX (LUMAFILM) - THIN, LIGHT-EMITTING SHEETS FOR FLEXIBLE APPLICATIONS AND ENDLESS DESIGN OPTIONS

HEMERA - HIGH QUALITY COMMERCIAL, HOSPITALITY AND RESIDENTIAL DECORATIVE LIGHTING

HEPER GROUP - HIGH TECH OPTICAL ELEGANT DESIGNS FOR ARCHITECTURAL OUTDOOR LIGHTING

HESSAMERICA - UNIQUE & DISTINCT INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL LUMINAIRES

IMPACT LIGHTING – AFFORDABLE PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS FOR CORPORATE, EDUCATIONAL, RETAIL & INSTITUTIONAL APPLICATIONS

INTER-LUX LIGHTING - INTER-LUX IS A COLLECTION OF LIGHTING PRODUCTS THAT REPRESENTS THE BEST IN INTERNATIONAL DESIGN AND US MANUFACTURING

- ALM - PERFORMANCE ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING - STANDARD, MODIFIED & CUSTOM SOLUTIONS USED IN LARGE SPACES SUCH AS OFFICES & HOTELS
- FILIX - INNOVATIVE ARCHITECTURAL LED - EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OUTDOOR LED LUMINAIRES DESIGNED WITH ATTENTION TO DETAIL, SUITABLE FOR INDOOR APPLICATIONS
- LINEA LIGHT iLED - ARCHITECTURAL & COMMERCIAL LED LIGHTING - WIDE RANGE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE LED LUMINAIRES AND SYSTEMS FEATURING FUNCTIONALITY, STYLE AND DESIGN.
- SATTLER - LIGHT IN NEW DIMENSION - INNOVATIVE QUALITY LUMINAIRES THAT STAND OUT DO TO THEIR SIZE, DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
- SCHMITZ - ARCHITECTURAL AND INTEGRATED LIGHTING SYSTEMS - FUNCTIONAL DESIGN COMBINED WITH PURE AESTHETIC LINES AND A HIGH STANDARD OF QUALITY
- WHITEGOODS - SEAMLESS INTEGRATED LIGHTING - LUMINAIRES BLEND WITH ADJOINING SURFACES TO CREATE INTEGRATED LIGHTING SCHEMES. LARGE FAMILY ALLOWS FOR COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS WITH UNIFIED STYLE

INTRIGUE LIGHTING, LLC - HIGH QUALITY ARCHITECTURAL OUTDOOR LIGHTING

ISOLITE - EMERGENCY LIGHTING PRODUCTS INCLUDING EXITS, EM UNITS & SMALL INVERTERS

KW INDUSTRIES - STEEL LIGHTING STANDARDS AND BRACKETS

KREON USA - HIGH QUALITY DECORATIVE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

LaMAR LIGHTING - HIGH QUALITY ‘MADE IN AMERICA’ FLUORESCENT AND LED LIGHTING

LAUREN ILLUMINATION - INNOVATIVE LIGHTING PRODUCTS - LED PANELS

LBL LIGHTING - CAPTIVATING STYLE & EXCITING INTERPRETATIONS OF DECORATIVE FIXTURES WHICH ENHANCE AND DEFINE TODAY’S CONTEMPORARY AND MODERN DECOR IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SETTINGS
L.C. DOANE - LIGHTING FOR DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL, CORRECTIONAL, INSTITUTIONAL & COMMERCIAL MARINE

LIGHTING SERVICES INC (LSI) - PREMIER MANUFACTURER OF TRACK, ACCENT, DISPLAY & LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS

LIGHTOLOGY - HIGH QUALITY DECORATIVE AND CONTEMPORARY LIGHTING

LIGHTWAY INDUSTRIES - ENERGY EFFICIENT RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL SCONCES AND SURFACE MOUNTED FIXTURES

LUCALIGHT - SOLID STATE (LED) INTEGRATED STACK LIGHTING SYSTEM

LUMENOPTIX - SPECIFICATION GRADE RETROFIT & NEW LIGHTING PRODUCTS IN BOTH FLUORESCENT & LED

LUMENOVA - HIGH QUALITY LED LAMPS WITH A WIDE RANGE OF COLOR TEMPS, BEAM ANGLES & LUMEN OUTPUT

LUMENWERX - RECESSED, SURFACE, AND PENDANT MOUNTED ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS USING THE LATEST LED TECHNOLOGY, CUTTING EDGE OPTICS AND THERMAL MANAGEMENT

LUMICIENT - SEE ‘REVOLUTION LIGHTING’

LUMITHREE - DIVERSE RANGE OF UNIQUE AND FLEXIBLE PRODUCTS FOR CONTEMPORARY HOSPITALITY & RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENTS

LUMIUM LIGHTING - HIGHLY EFFICIENT, DECORATIVE LINEAR LIGHTING SYSTEMS

MANNING LIGHTING - LIGHTING FOR COMMERCIAL & INSTITUTIONAL ARCHITECTURAL SPACES AS WELL AS TRADITIONAL & CONTEMPORARY CHURCH APPLICATIONS

METEOR LIGHTING - SOLAR POWERED LED GROUND & PAVER LIGHTING - HIGH LUMEN AC POWERED LED PRODUCTS

MONTE CARLO - TREND INSPIRED, FASHION FORWARD CEILING FANS & ACCESSORIES IN A WIDE VARIETY OF STYLES, SIZES & FINISHES

NIPPO ELECTRIC - T-6 FLUORESCENT SEAMLESS DIRECT OR INDIRECT CONTINUOUS LIGHTING

NORTH PACIFIC POLES - DIRECT BURIAL AND ANCHOR BASE FIBERGLASS POLES

NSI PRODUCTS (NSI ARCHITECTURAL LTG) - ARCHITECTURAL CATHODE & LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS
OPTOLUM – SOLID STATE (LED) LIGHTING MANUFACTURER PROVIDING LINEAR, DOWNLIGHTING AND WASH PRODUCTS

PAPPI LIGHTING - ARCHITECTURAL OUTDOOR FIXTURES AND POLES

PATHWAY LIGHTING - COMPLETE LINE OF RECESSED, SURFACE & SUSPENDED PRODUCTS FOR COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL USE IN VARIOUS LIGHT SOURCES INCLUDING LED PRODUCTS.

PHOENIX LIGHTING - COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, MARINE, DOCKLIGHT, LED, FLOODLIGHT, AREA, LINEAR, HAZARDOUS & EXPLOSION PROOF

PRECISE LED - SPECIFICATION GRADE, COST EFFECTIVE LED PRODUCTS - TAPE LIGHT, UNDERCABINET, DOWNLIGHTS AND MORE

PURE LIGHTING - TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED, RECESSED LIGHTING THAT COMPLEMENTS AND ENHANCES THE ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURE

REBELLE - DECORATIVE ARCHITECTURAL EXTERIOR & INTERIOR LUMINAIRES

RENAISSANCE LIGHTING - SEE GOTHAM LIGHTING

REVOLUTION LIGHTING - INTERIOR, EXTERIOR & CONTROLS SOLUTIONS FOR LED LIGHTING INCLUDING RETROFIT TUBES

RYTHER-PURDY - WOOD LIGHTING STANDARDS, BENCHES, SIGNS, CUSTOM MILLWORK

SEAGULL LIGHTING - DECORATIVE INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PRODUCTS IN LED AND TRADITIONAL LIGHT SOURCES

SOLAS RAY LIGHTING - INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR LIGHTING FOR HAZARDOUS, NSF & SPECIALTY/HARSH ENVIRONMENT APPLICATIONS

SORAA - HIGH GRADE LED LAMPS W/SUPERIOR CRI

SPEC GRADE LED - SPECIFICATION GRADE LED SOLUTIONS INCLUDING HIGH LUMEN FLOODLIGHTING, SPRTS LIGHTING, PARKING & HIGHBAY

SPECIALTY LIGHTING INDUSTRIES, INC - HIGH END MINIMAL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS FOR CORPORATE, RETAIL, PRIVATE RESIDENCES, ETC...

SPECTRUM LIGHTING - COMMERCIAL & ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS INCLUDING AN EXTENSIVE LINE OF RECESSED, SURFACE & SUSPENDED LED PRODUCTS
SPI LIGHTING - COMMERCIAL LIGHTING FIXTURES. SPI LIGHTING BRANDS INCLUDE
- SPI - PERFORMANCE LIGHTING SYSTEMS
- ADVENT - ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING INNOVATIONS
- STILE - LINEAR LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

SPRING CITY - ARCHITECTURAL OUTDOOR POLES & LUMINAIRES IN CAST IRON AND CAST ALUMINUM

ST. LOUIS ANTIQUE LIGHTING - DECORATIVE & CUSTOM LIGHTING

TECH LIGHTING - DECORATIVE LOW VOLTAGE AND LINE VOLTAGE DECORATIVE LIGHTING SYSTEMS INCLUDING THE BRANDS
- T^TRAK - DECORATIVE LINE VOLTAGE BENDABLE TRAK SYSTEM UTILIZING LINE VOLTAGE & LOW VOLTAGE ELEMENTS
- ELEMENT - PRECISION ENGINEERED DOWNLIGHTS - ROUND & SQUARE
- TIELLA - AFFORDABLE DECORATIVE TRACK AND STANDALONE LIGHTING
- WILMETTE - PERIOD STYLE LIGHTING INFUSED WITH MODERN TECHNOLOGY

TMS LIGHTING - HIGH QUALITY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR LUMINAIRES. CUSTOM CAPABILITY. RLM REFLECTORS

USA ILLUMINATION – PRECISION DOWNLIGHTS, ADJUSTABLE & WALLWASH FIXTURES AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS SOURCES

V2 LIGHTING GROUP - HIGH QUALITY LED DESIGNS OF EUROPEAN PRECISION & QUALITY

VALEN ENERGY (FORMERLY EMBER LED) - ARCHITECTURAL GRADE LED LIGHTING SOLUTIONS - BOTH CONVENTIONAL AND SOLAR POWERED

VIBIA - MODERN DESIGN DRIVEN LIGHTING

VISION ENGINEERING - ADVANCED LIGHTING SYSTEMS INCLUDING LED HIGH BAYS & TROFFERS

VISIONAIRE LIGHTING - HIGH PERFORMANCE, SPECIFICATION GRADE OUTDOOR LTG

VISUAL COMFORT GROUP (FORMERLY GENERATION BRANDS) - ARCHITECTURAL COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING INCLUDING:
- TECH LIGHTING
- LBL LIGHTING
- FEISS (MURRAY FEISS)
- SEAGULL
- AMBIANCE
- MONTE CARLO
ZANEEN LIGHTING - EUROPE'S FINEST LIGHTING PROVIDING THE FOLLOWING PRODUCT TYPES

- **ZANEEN ARCHITECTURAL**: EUROPEAN LIGHTING SOLUTIONS - LINEAR PROFILES, PRECISION DOWNLIGHTS & CUSTOM MODULAR SYSTEMS PERFECT FOR ALL INTERIOR APPLICATIONS
- **ZANEEN DESIGN**: TRENDSETTING DESIGNS FORM EUROPE’S FINEST INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS & ARTISANS, ENCOMPASSING MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY SOLUTIONS
- **ZANEEN EXTERIOR**: EUROPEAN SPECIFICATION GRADE EXTERIOR LUMINAIRES; IN-GROUND, FACADE WALL WASHERS, GRAZERS, SPOTS, CANOPY, FLOODS, BOLLARD/PEDESTRIAN, FOR ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPES